
 

MASSAGES 
 
 

MUST-HAVES 
 

Foot reflexology 40min _ 60€
Foot massage works on the reflex zones of the

whole body.
 

Discovery 30 min _ 45€
Quick and efficient massage allows to ease

superficial tensions and to let go for a relaxing
and well-being stopover.

 
Pepsy Forme 45 min _ 70€

Relaxing massage based on the back and arms.
Provides a feeling of relaxation and gets rid of

tensions accumulated by stress.
 
 
 

DRESSED 
 

Traditional Thaï 60 min _ 90€
Techniques of mobilisation, stretching and accu-
pressure for a gain of flexibility and a release of

tensions.
 

Zen Shin Do 50 min _ 70€
Japanese relaxation technique using stretching

and vibration to release both physical and
emotional tension.

 

 ON DEMAND 
 

Relaxing Escale 60 min _ 90€
Relaxing and enveloping movements. Calms

the mind for an instant relaxation.
 

Fabulous 90 min _ 135€
Full body massage for a total well-being, a
deep relaxation of the mind and the whole

body.
 

Liberator 120 min _ 190€
A deep and relaxing massage that combines
tonus and harmonization, helps eliminate

toxins and allows a real disconnection.
 

With 4 hands 60 min _ 190€
Massage by two masseurs; a real

choreography that harmonizes body and
mind.

 
In Couple 60 min _ 190€

Escapade for two
 

Ti Moun (3-10 years old) 30 min _ 40€
Fun massage with mobilizations and

vibrations.
 

Pregnant Woman 60 min _ 95€
A relaxing moment in harmony with baby.
Relieves the tension zones of the pregnant

woman.



CARE 
 

BODY CARE
 

Black soap scrub 45 min — 70€
Stimulating massage that rebalances,

softens and smoothes with a Kessa glove.
 

FACE CARE 
 

Immortal 45 min _ 70€
Facial modelling and cleansing according

to your skin type,
with the " Immortelle by L'occitane "

collection.
Give your skin a prolonged freshness, and

recover a luminous and uniform
complexion.

 
A moment for men 45 min _ 70€
Relaxing facial modelling and cleansing

that stimulates and purifies the skin,
leaving it clean and clear.

A brightened and relaxed complexion.
Fresh and toned, for all skin types.

 
Kobido 45 min _ 70€

The goal of the session is to create a real
"lifting" effect. The smoothing

The smoothing and kneading will tone
the skin for an immediate impact on the
quality of the muscular tissues and the
volumes of the face. It is a traditional

Japanese art massage which translates as
"Ancestral Way of Beauty".

 

PACKAGE AND TREATMENT 
 
 

Kobido Cure
Package of 3 sessions 200€
Package of 5 sessions 300€

 
 

Face care and massage package 75 min _
110€

Customized massage followed by a facial
treatment for a relaxing and refreshing

moment.

 
 

BEAUTY 
 

Hair removal for women
 
 

Eyebrows 13€
Lips 13€

Underarms 17€
Classic bikini 20€

Brazilian bikini 27€
Full bikini 40€
Full Legs 37€
Half Legs 27€


